Introduction
With the advance of high-throughput sequencing technologies, genetic association studies to identify susceptibility genes of a common, complex, human disease has been promoted. It has been known that multiple genes along with the environment play interactive roles in contribution to the development of complex diseases. Most ongoing genetic studies have focused on identifying the effect of a single gene; these studies often fail to identify causal association with a disease due to the fact that a disease is the consequence of a complicated network of multiple susceptibility loci, each of which is likely to have only a small effect when considered alone.
Recently many statistical methods have been proposed to detect gene-gene interactions in a case-control study. As a machine learning and data mining approach, multifactor-dimensionality reduction (MDR) was proposed to pool multilocus genotypes into high-risk and low-risk groups and analyze the datasets through cross-validation to calculate prediction accuracy of the testing SNPs [1] . Classical decision tree approaches such as classification and regression trees [2] and support vector machines [3] classify subjects into case and control groups by an optimal hyperplane predicted by SNPs combination. Similar to other statistical model-based methods, the logit regression method [4] is a generalized regression model that uses a ranking criterion to identify the best model. The most commonly used method is a multiplicative method in a standard logistic model framework which consists of main effects and multiplicative interaction effects of SNPs.
Most currently available methods of either machine learning approaches or model based approaches focus on the association of genotypic combinations of multiple SNPs with a disease trait. Jung et al. [5] proposed a novel approach to search for the interaction at the allelic level for quantitative trait loci (QTL). As stated in Jung et al. [5] , there are several differences in comparison between genotype-based methods and allelic-based method. Genotypic-based approaches can increase the degrees of freedom of a test statistic, resulting in a concomitant loss of power when multiple unlinked markers (i.e. more than 3) are tested for interaction. In contrast, the allelic-based method can reduce the number of degrees of freedom by accounting for the allelic levels. Furthermore, the power of the genotypic-based method may be compromised by sparse or empty combination caused by multiple markers with small sample sizes or a lower minor allele frequency ( ! 0.1). However, the allelic-based method is relatively robust even with the lower minor allele frequency and small sample sizes.
In this paper, we extend our previous work detecting interaction of quantitative trait loci (QTL) to a case-control study design comparing those with and those without the disease. By a new definition of the allelic-based gene-gene interaction, which is the nonrandom association of alleles occurring when a particular allele in one gene and a particular allele in another unlinked gene contribute to the risk of a disease trait through their interaction [6] , the proposed method tests for association of these allelic scores assigned to each subject with a disease trait. We derive a score test based on the standard logistic regression model and both F test and likelihood ratio test (LRT) statistics based on the Cochran-Armitage (CA) regression model. In addition, the non-centrality parameters approximation of these statistics were derived to evaluate the analytical properties of the test statistics. We perform simulation studies to demonstrate the analytical properties of the score test and CA-based tests and to compare the power of the allelic-based method with that of the genotypic-based methods. The 7 candidate genes of major depression disorder (MDD) case-control data provided in dbGaP [7] were applied to show the feasibilities of the proposed method.
Methods
The allelic-based gene-gene approach proposes to test for nonrandom association of the allelic combination with a disease trait. The allelic combination of each subject is scored by a conditional probability of having the particular allelic combination given the observed genotypes at the putative unlinked loci of each subject. Table 1 shows the allelic score of subjects whose genotypes of two markers are given.
Statistical Models and Properties
Let D * 1 , D * 2 be two disease loci underlying a disease trait, which are both in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) and are unlinked but associated with a disease through their interaction. Let D 1 
. As shown in figure 1 , the penetrance of a particular allelic combination is calculated using the joint penetrance of genotypic combinations consisting of the particular alleles. Therefore, we can derive the penetrance of two
can also be calculated. For a control group, the penetrance f is replaced by 1 -f such as 1 -
for the two genes. 
Logistic Regression Model and Non-Centrality Parameter
Denote y i = 1 if the i -th subject is affected by a disease (case) and y i = 0 if the i -th subject is not affected by the disease (control). In the non-parametric maximum likelihood solution that allows an arbitrary covariate distribution, Anderson [8] , Prentice and Pyke [9] and Scott and Wild [10] showed that fitting a standard prospective logistic regression in a case-control sampling design is equivalent to fitting a retrospective logistic regression except that an intercept in the case-control sampling needs the information of sampling fraction of cases and controls. Therefore, the standard logistic regression model is used due to the equivalence in the parameter estimates of interaction effect. The likelihood function of the standard logistic regression is , ,
where
is an allelic score of AB allelic combination from M 1 and M 2 genotypes of the i -th subject and ␤ k D { AB , Ab , aB } is the interaction effects of the k -th D { AB , Ab , aB } allelic combination. w i is a covariate such as age or gender and ␥ is a coefficient of the covariate. The overall proportion of y is R / N , where R is the number of case subjects and N is the number of total subjects. As in Jung et al. [5] , table 1 presents the allelic scores given the observed genotypes of two markers. The number of allelic combinations at two markers is 2 2 but since the probability of a particular allele combination is a function of the rest of the probability of three probabilities, so the number of independent variables is 2 2 -1. The null hypothesis ( H 0 : ␤ AB = ␤ Ab = ␤ aB = 0) is that there is no association caused by the interaction; therefore, disease risk of the four allelic combinations are not significantly different. Rejecting the null hypothesis would indicate there is an allelic interaction between two markers, especially particular allelic combinations generated by the different genetic characteristics between cases and controls.
Under the assumption of no covariates from (1), an intercept is a nuisance parameter. Let U = ( U AB , U Ab , U aB ) be a score function, which is the derivative of the log-likelihood function with respect to ␤ = ( ␤ AB , ␤ Ab , ␤ aB ) respectively. Under the null hypothesis H 0 : ␤ AB = ␤ Ab = ␤ aB = 0 of no interaction effect, the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of the intercept is ␣ ˆ = log( ȳ /1 -ȳ ). The efficient score test statistic under the null hypothesis is
and V -1 is the submatrix of
The test statistic S is a central chi-square distribution on 3 degrees of freedom.
To investigate the analytical power of the score test, we need to approximate a distribution of S under the alternative hypothesis [11] . The approximation to U under the alternative hypothesis is 0 0 where 
. Let ⍀ and ⌺ denote the mean and covariance matrix of U * [11] . The distribution of S * = U * ⌺ -1 U * is approximately a chi-square distribution on 3 degrees of freedom with non-centrality parameter,
can be explained by the average effect of the gene substitution
is the magnitude of interaction effect. The non-centrality parameter is also a function of LD between a disease locus and a marker. Appendix B shows the detailed derivation of ⍀ and ⌺ . We can further investigate which allelic combinations are interacting to influence a disease trait by testing the allelic specific interaction effects under the null hypothesis of H 0 : ␤ C = 0, in the logistic model with the allelic combinations of interest, logit[P(
In the extension to multiple markers, the assignment of allelic scores to each subject and modeling logistic regression are straightforward.
Cochran-Armitage Trend Regression Model and Non-Centrality Parameter
With the same allelic scores at two markers in table 1 , we can model a linear trend of proportions of cases to total (sum of case and control) at each allelic combination,
are the number of affected subjects and unaffected subjects having j score at k allelic combination respectively. Table 2 shows the distribution of the allelic combination AB, Z AB , j with the order of ( Z AB ,0 ! Z AB ,1/4 ! ... ! Z AB ,1 ) in case-control data and the remaining combinations Z Ab , j , Z aB , j can be expressed in the same way. It has been shown that regressing p k , j on Z AB , j , Z Ab , j , Z aB , j is equivalent to regressing y i on Z AB , j , Z Ab , j , Z aB , j [13, 14] .
As an extension of CA method, the interaction effect of two markers can be modeled as
where w i is a covariate such as age or gender and ␥ is the coefficient of covariate. Under the assumption of no covariates for simplicity, the theoretical regression coefficients can be derived by functions of the genetic effects and of linkage disequilibrium (LD) between a marker and a disease susceptibility locus as follows. P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P K P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P .
is the magnitude of interaction effect. Appendix C shows the detailed derivation of the theoretical regression coefficients of the model (4) . The global test statistic for the interaction effect is , , ,
where 2 is the total residual variance and N = R + S . Furthermore, an LRT can be derived for the global interaction test of H 0 : 
Model Comparisons
Due to the possibility that the significant allelic interaction results from the additive effect of one or both SNPs, the allelic based model needs to be compared to a main effects model in order to distinguish the real allelic interaction from the main effects. First, we compare the two-way interaction model with a main effect model consisting only of main effects of two putative SNPs. When a logistic regression model is utilized, the criteria for the model comparison are Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and the smallest Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) because of the non-nested terms of an interaction model and a main effect model. When CA regression is utilized, an artificial nesting approach called a J test [15] can be employed as follows:
where f ( X , ␤ ) = + X i , AB ␤ AB + X i , Ab ␤ Ab + X i , aB ␤ aB is a two-way interaction model and g ( X , ␦ ) = + ␦ A Z M 1 + ␦ B Z M 2 is a main effect model. Since f is linear in ␤ , the comparison requires that one estimates ␦ and then fits a linear regression and test for ␣ = 0 using the ordinary t -statistic [15] . In addition to the test of ␣ , AIC and BIC are also the criteria to select the best models. The same criteria are applied to the three-way interaction model comparison.
Results

Type I Error Rates
To evaluate the statistical robustness of the score test, the F test and the LRT for the allelic based method, simulation studies were carried out to estimate type I error rates at the 1%, 5% significance level. Six models of interaction between two unlinked disease loci were considered (see table 3 ). Most of the models were designed based on combinations of dominant and recessive inheritance at the genotypic level at each marker. These models are Table 4 shows the results of the empirical type I error rates of the score test and the F and LRT statistic at 1 and 5% significance level. It illustrates that all type I error rates of the three statistics at each model were close to the nominal values 1% and 5% which suggest that the proposed method is statistically robust. For different parameters such as 0.5 disease-associated allele frequencies ( P D 1 = P D 2 = 0.5) and equal allelic frequencies of the two markers ( P A = P B = 0.5), all models were also close to nominal values of 1 and 5% as in table 4 (results not shown).
Analytical Power and Sample Size Calculation
The analytical power and the required sample size of the proposed approach were calculated based on the non- , and penetrance ( f ) which is a proportion of individuals carrying a genotypic combination of two putative disease loci that also develop a disease. For the six two-loci interaction models, the power is calculated against each parameter respectively while the other remaining parameters are fixed at a number that provides the greatest variation across the interaction models. Figure 2 shows the power curve of the score test S plotted against penetrance f (see table 3 ) at the 1% significance level. Power is calculated when sample size is 1,000 cases and 1,000 controls with a fixed value D AD 1 = D BD 2 = 0.05, P A = P a = 0.5; P B = P b = 0.5. Models 'Dom പ Dom' and 'Threshold' equivalently achieved the highest power and 'Modified' obtained the lowest power across the full range of penetrance f. The power of 'Rec ഫ Rec' is higher than that of 'Dom പ Rec' which in turn is higher than that of 'Dom ഫ Rec' model. Figure 3 presents the power against the A allele frequency ( p A ) of a marker M 1 , when p B = 0.5 at a marker M 2 . All parameters used in figure 3 are the same as those used in figure 2 except D AD 1 = {min( P D 1 , P A ) -P D 1 P A }/2 and the penetrance f = 0.5 at each model. The pattern of the power in figure 3 is very similar to that of the power in figure 2 across the six models except 'Dom പ Rec' which achieves the second highest power when p A 1 0.2, whereas 'Rec ഫ Rec' is the second highest power across the full range of penetrance in figure 2 . Figure 4 illustrates the power against a linkage disequilibrium coefficient D AD 1 with a fixed value of D BD 2 = 0.05. The power is calculated under f = 0.5, P A = P a = 0.5, P B = P b = 0.5 and sample size 1,000 cases and 1,000 controls. The powers of 'Dom ഫ Dom' and 'Threshold' were identical and the power curves over the 6 models are very similar to those in figure 2 and 3 . Figure 5 shows the power against the disease allelic frequency p D 1 at D * 1 when p D 2 is fixed p D 2 = 0.5, which have the same parameters as figure 4 except
Likewise, the power of 'Dom പ Dom' is the highest and 'Dom ഫ Rec' outperforms 'Threshold'. Surprisingly, the power of the 'Modified' model was the third highest power at p D 1 ! 0.32, but it leveled off at a power of approximately 0.6. Figure 6 shows the required sample size for cases and controls across the full range of penetrance f to achieve 80% power at 1% significance level when we assume the ratio of cases to controls is 1 (equal size). The sample size is calculated under P A = P a = 0.5; P B = P b = 0.5 and D AD 1 = D BD 2 = 0.05. As shown in figure 6 , at f 1 0.5, all models need less than 1,500 case (1,500 control) subjects except the 'Modified', 'Dom പ Dom', and 'Threshold' model which need less than 1,000 case subjects. The 'Modified' model needs the largest sample size over the full range of f , followed by 'Dom ഫ Rec' and 'Rec ഫ Rec' models. were simulated. Each dataset has 200 cases and 200 controls. Table 5 shows the empirical power of the score test, F and LRT at the 1 and 5% significance level in the common variants; table 6 shows the results of the rare variants of SNPs. The power of the three tests in both scenarios is asymptotically equivalent across the 6 interaction models.
Power Comparisons
Allelic-Based Method versus Genotypic-Based Methods
We have compared the allelic-based approach with two genotypic-based approaches. One is a score test of a genotypic-based model using a genotypic score in a logistic regression framework as follows.
, ,
Under the null hypothesis of no interaction between two unlinked loci, H 0 : ␤ AABB = ... = ␤ aaBb = 0. The score test can be derived from the logistic regression, which is approximately equivalent with the F and LRT from the CA regression. The other genotypic-based method we have compared is multifactor dimensionality reduction (MDR). Due to the use of cross-validation to calculate a prediction accuracy, it is not directly comparable [17] . Therefore, we used a chi-square test of homogeneity for high risk and low risk groups between cases and controls and estimated empirical type I error rates from the 5,000 null datasets and the empirical power of each model from the 2,000 datasets after controlling for the type I error rates at each model in both scenarios [17] . Tables 5 and 6 presented the power of the score test for the allelic-based method and the genotypic-based methods. The tables illustrate that the allelicbased method outperformed both a genotypic-based method using a genotypic score and the MDR.
Application to Major Depression Disorder
We applied our method to Major Depression Disorder (MDD) case and control data provided by dbGaP [6] . The 1,754 cases with the disease endpoint of diagnosis and 1,763 controls without the MDD were genotyped on the Perlegen 600K platform. We selected 7 candidate genes related with a serotonergic system and a brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) associated with a pathway of MDD. There were 78 SNPs available from the 7 candidate genes ( SLC6A4, HTR2A, TPH1, TPH2, ITGB3, COMT and BDNF ). As quality control procedures, SNPs that have significant deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (p value ! 6.0 ! 10 -4
) and a minor allele frequency less than 0.01 were removed. 64 tag SNPs using Haploview were selected to reduce the number of tests due to the issue of multiple comparison. The procedure for the proposed method to search for genes associated with the MDD through their interaction consists of multiple step. First, two genes among the 7 genes were selected, then we performed a two-way interaction analysis with an SNP from each gene. All SNPs in the two unlinked genes were tested in a pair-wise fashion. 1,470 SNP pair combinations from 21 two-gene combinations were tested. At each two-way interaction, we performed a score test, an F test and an LRT. Only significant SNP pairs that have p values less than 3.4 ! 10 -5 after adjustment for Bonferroni correction were compared with a model consisting only of a main effect of each SNP to distinguish real allelic interactions. The criteria to select the best model between an interaction model and a main effect model is (1) the p value of the global test is less than 3.4 ! 10 -5 and (2) the p value of the model comparison between the interaction model and the main effect model is less than 0.01, and (3) the smaller Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) from the following models.
Main effect:
Second, SNP pairs detected by an interaction at the first step were considered for three-way interaction analysis by adding an SNP from one of the 5 genes that were not in the two-way interaction model. This procedure is called a 'forward selection' procedure. Similarly to the two-way interaction analysis, we carried out a comparison test of the significant three-way interaction model with a main effects model. The best three-way interaction model was selected by the same three criteria. Finally, these steps were continued until no further high dimensional interaction models are detected. ). Based on the interacting SNPs, we performed a three-way interaction analysis and detected a three-way interaction of rs11030104 in BDNF, rs9526240 in HTR2A and rs652458 in TPH1 genes (p value for the interaction model is 5.0 ! 10 -5 ; p value for the comparison with a main effect is 0.002). The interaction of BDNF and HTR2A was identified in schizophrenia [18] and in unipolar depression [19] . The association of SLC6A4 , HTR2A was detected in the MDD [20] .
Discussion
In this study, a novel statistical approach to identify gene-gene interaction contributing to a disease trait in a case-control sampling design was proposed. In contrast with most of the currently available methods detecting interaction at the genotypic level, the proposed method searches for interaction at the allelic level with a new definition of interaction. Interaction occurs when the contribution to disease of a particular allele inherited in one gene depends on a particular allele inherited in other unlinked genes. Due to the new definition, the interpretation of result may be more straightforward at the allelic rather than at the genotypic level because the interacting alleles can be explained by combinations of disease-associated alleles. The score test derived from a logistic regression model is computationally efficient because one does not need maximum likelihood estimations. As shown in the simulation studies, the power of the score test is asymptotically equivalent to that of the F test and LRT derived from the CA regression. Furthermore, our approach allows an adjustment for non-genetic covariates as nuisance parameters, which may be necessary in complex trait analysis.
The terms 'gene-gene interaction' or 'epistasis' are used with different meanings within different areas of genetics [6] . Recently, Phillips reviewed the conceptual definition and the differences, and also pointed out that there are conceptual barriers to generating a more unified definition [6] . Epistasis was originally defined as a mutation (or an allele) that masks or stimulates the effects of the other mutation on a phenotype. Gene-gene interaction is a broad concept that encompasses a variety of genetic phenomena. In this paper, we use gene-gene interaction in a general way to involve the epistasis. Detection of the genetic interaction at the allelic level is conceptually similar to epistasis for which the biological interpretation is straightforward.
For the high-order interaction of multiple markers, the issue of multiple comparisons still remains either in independent SNPs or in dependent SNPs due to multiple procedures to distinguish the real allelic interaction from the genetic effects. As illustrated in the application with MDD, each procedure involves testing two or three hypotheses and many combinations of SNPs involve testing many hypothesis testings. Bonferroni correction for the proposed interaction models was used to find the significant sets of SNPs at each step depending on the number of SNPs being analyzed. For each comparison test, a threshold of 0.01 or less was used for the significance level. It has been known that the Bonferroni correction often produces conservative results when LD is ignored. Permutation analysis is an alternative approach to generate an empirical null distribution of each step; however, it may not be computationally feasible for real data applications because of the multiple hierarchical steps for high dimensional interactions. Some machine learning approaches use cross-validation to predict an accuracy rate and permutation analysis to estimate p value, both of which are computationally expensive.
Searching for gene-gene interaction is a necessary procedure in a genome-wide association study because a disease is a complicated network of multiple genes. Effort to develop computationally efficient methods to detect the interacting SNPs at the whole genome level is underway. Future work should extend this approach to the genomewide association study. Alternatively, an incorporation of biological knowledge of gene pathway to prioritize biologically important genes may reduce the search space and increase power to detect interacting genes associated with a disease. P P P P P P P P P P P P P P R R R R N P P P P P P P P P P P P P P N N N N P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P K P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P .
